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Introduction
The National EMS Information System (NEMSIS), which helps standardize the
collection of EMS data, authored a new data collection standard, version 3 or v3.
All EMS agencies must be NEMSIS v3 compliant by December 31, 2016.
ImageTrend, the software provider of our ePCR/EMS reporting system, has created a
new software called Elite to meet NEMSIS v3 reporting standards.
Augusta County Fire Rescue will be migrating to Elite over the next couple of months.
Our current reporting software Rescue Bridge, accessed by using the IE browser; and
Field Bridge, a standalone application installed on all Toughbooks, was designed to
meet the old NEMSIS v2 standards. Once we switch to Elite, they will no longer be
used.
The purpose of this document is to:
-

Introduce you to the Elite system
Show you how to login
Show you how to navigate Elite’s training/help feature, ImageTrend University,
which includes documents and videos demonstrating how to navigate and use
the Elite system.

During the month of October, you will be encouraged to access the new Elite system
and familiarize yourself with its features by creating a few incident reports in Elite.
On November 1, 2016, ACFR will switch over to the new Elite system. By reviewing this
document, logging into Elite, reviewing ImageTrend University material, and creating a
few incident reports, you can properly familiarize yourself with the new system prior to
the November 1 switchover.
With that overview, let’s begin by comparing how we do things today with how we will
do things in Elite.
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How the New System Compares to the Old
The Elite system has two parts:
1. Elite (think Rescue Bridge functionality)
a. Elite requires an internet connection, just like Rescue Bridge.
2. Elite Field (think Field Bridge functionality)
a. Elite Field does not require an internet connection while on a call, just
like Field Bridge. And just like Field Bridge, Elite Field must be
synchronized at start of shift.
For our purposes and to eliminate confusion, we will refer to Elite’s Rescue-Bridge-like
functionality as Elite Web. We will use the name Elite only to describe the whole
system to which Elite Web and Elite Field belong.
In Elite Web, you can create/edit incident reports, do QA, use Report Writer and update
your demographic data, like home address, phone numbers, etc. So, Elite Web, like
Rescue Bridge, provides you the ability to do more than just write incident reports.
Elite Field has one purpose, to allow you to write incident reports on a call while
disconnected from the internet, just like Field Bridge. But, unlike Field Bridge, Elite
Field is not a standalone application. Rather, Elite Field runs inside a browser, in
our case, the Google Chrome browser.
At this point, you may be asking why use the Google Chrome Browser, why not
continue to use Internet Explorer? Because Elite Field’s repeat patient feature does not
work in Internet Explorer. For this reason, ImageTrend has recommended Chrome as
the preferred browser.
So ACFR will be installing Google Chrome on each Toughbook, and designating it as
the default browser. You should only use Google Chrome when using Elite Field, even
when using non-ACFR computers.
So from a login and use perspective, Elite always requires the use of a browser—
Google Chrome—whether you are in the office or on a call.
Next, we’ll look at how to log in to Elite Web, which as you may remember, is the
equivalent to today’s Rescue Bridge.
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Elite Web Login
Please read this entire section on Elite Web Login before attempting to login.
Then follow the steps outlined, and login.
Open your Google Chrome browser, enter the following information (or copy and paste).
Do not just click the link unless Google Chrome is your default browser, otherwise
clicking the link below will open a different browser.
https://www.imagetrendelite.com/Elite/Organizationaugusta/
Elite Web Sign In (Note that the “Sign In” screen border is gold)

Before logging into Elite Web, take the opportunity to add the Elite Web login webpage
address to your bookmarks, or better yet, to your bookmark toolbar, if it has not already
been done.
To add to the toolbar, simply click and drag the little green padlock, circled in red above,
to an open area on your bookmarks bar. In this case, we are dragging the padlock to
an area between the ACFR and VPHIB folders on the bookmarks bar. Your bookmark
bar will look different, unique to you or the computer your using, but the concept is the
same
To learn more on how to save bookmarks or add to the bookmark bar in Google
Chrome, click this link https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95745?hl=en
Observation: Note that the Elite Web “Sign In” window border above is gold in color.
Later we will see that the Elite Field “Sign In” border is blue.
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Please note that the URL https://www.imagetrendelite.com/Elite/Organizationaugusta/
ends with the text “Organizationaugusta”. If this had been left off, the Sign In area
would include a field for Organization ID.

Our Organization ID is “augusta” (all lowercase, do not include the quote marks).
Remember, to save time from having to type in the Organization ID every time, it is best
to use the link provided above, and then save it as a bookmark, or drag it to your
bookmarks bar.
Your username and password are the same as what you use today to access Rescue
Bridge and Field Bridge.
Elite Username = your current username

Password = your current password

Now login, and we will learn the basics of using Elite Web.
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Basic Navigation in Elite Web
Your Current Agency
Once you have logged into Elite Web, you will find your screen looks similar to the one
below.

Note the three downward pointing red arrows, at the top left of the above screenshot.
The leftmost arrow shows your currently selected Agency. In the screenshot, Augusta
County Fire-Rescue is the currently selected Agency.
Depending on your employment/volunteer status, your screen may be pointing to a
different Agency (formerly known as a Service in Rescue Bridge). You always want to
ensure that the correct agency is selected for the work you intend to do in Elite.
Note: What we used to call a Service in Rescue Bridge, is now called an Agency in
Elite, and stations are now known as locations. The idea being that not every location
with Fire/Rescue personnel assigned is a station. So, the more generic name of
location was chosen by ImageTrend when designing Elite.
Before we continue, it should be noted that the screenshots that follow are only
examples. The screens you see may look slightly different, based on your user
account’s security permissions, e.g., Rescue Service Provider vs Rescue Service
Administrator vs Administrative Level 1
Now let’s look at how we switch the current agency.
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Switching the Current Agency

If you belong to multiple Agencies and want to select a different Agency, simply click the
current agency (leftmost red arrow above), and the following menu drops down. If you
want to make the drop down menu go away, simply click the current agency (same
spot) as before. It acts like a toggle: click and menu drops down; click again and menu
rolls up, like a window shade. Try it.

Note the current agency drop down menu, shown above, has two halves separated by a
faint vertical line. The right hand side, with the red arrow at the top, pointing at Augusta
County Fire… is your currently selected Agency. Based on your security permissions
and your Elite access rights, the available options/choices listed will vary. Most users
will see the Users option, but not everyone will be able to see or access Elite Field
Configuration, which is an administrator level option.
The left side of the above menu allows you to switch Agencies, if your account is
configured to access more than one. Note the red arrow pointing to the View Agency
List link. Clicking that link will take you to the full list of Agencies to which your user
login has access. You can then click the agency you wish to use.
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Incidents
To create/edit Incident Reports from within Elite Web, click Incidents (middle red arrow).

An Incidents drop down menu will be displayed. To roll up the Incidents menu, click
Incidents again. Try it!
To create a new incident report, choose from items circled in red below.
To edit an existing incident report, choose from the choices circled in blue.
Please note that the incident forms circled in Red are the ones available when this
screenshot was taken. Over time, forms will be added/removed, names changed, so
take care to select the correct form. Default forms, the ones typically used, are marked
with stars.

Next, we’ll look at accessing Elite Field for the first time, creating a bookmark, and how
to open a new incident report, or run form.
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Elite Field Login from within Elite Web
You can always access the Elite Field login from within Elite Web. To do so, you simply
access the Incidents drop down menu and click the Elite Field Login link. See purple
arrow in screenshot below.

Elite Field Sign In (Note that the “Sign In” screen border is blue)

Before logging into Elite Field, take the opportunity to add the Elite Field login webpage
address to your bookmarks, or better yet, to your bookmark toolbar, if it has not already
been done.
To add to the toolbar, simply click and drag the little green padlock, circled in red above,
to an open area on your bookmarks bar. In this case, we are dragging the padlock to
an area between the ACFR and VPHIB folders on the bookmarks bar. Your bookmark
bar will look different, unique to you or the computer your using, but the concept is the
same.
To learn more on how to add bookmarks to the bookmark bar in Google Chrome, here
is a link. https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95745?hl=en
Note: Elite Web has a gold border and Elite Field has blue. Elite Web won’t allow you
to create reports in the field; it requires internet connectivity. So, when going on a
call, think blue emergency lights = use Elite Field = blue “Sign In”.
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Now that we have bookmarked the Augusta County Elite Field page address, we can
login to Elite Field. Use your same username and password.
The first thing to appear is the Agency Selector window. Choose the Agency you will be
working at with this computer, and click continue. Elite Field will update itself with all the
necessary information to run a call for that Agency (i.e., personnel, vehicles, repeat
patients, forms, validity rules, etc.)
CRITICAL: If Elite Field isn’t synchronized at start of
shift, you will be unable to login to Elite Field while
on a call. When synchronizing, you must be
connected to the internet.
Confirm that you have the correct agency selected
before clicking continue.

Once Elite Field has completed synchronizing, you will see the screen shown above.
From here you can enter crew, unit and shift information. You can also create/edit an
incident report. To logout, click Logout at bottom of screen.
IMPORTANT: If the unit list does not reflect the Agency you selected, logout and
re-login, verifying that you have selected the correct agency.
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To create a new incident report from within Elite Field, click the +New Incident bar.
Note: The look and feel of the forms in Elite, as well as their names, may change
overtime. The screenshot below is an example of one such form.

When writing an incident report, the goal is to document the incident thoroughly and
accurately.
Run forms indicate where additional data is needed, or where errors exist, by marking
those areas in red. As you fill in, or correct, portions of the report marked in red, the red
indicators will be turned off, and the report’s validity score (circled above in blue) will
increase.
Maximum validity score is 100. By addressing all areas of the incident report marked in
red, or chasing the red, you will ensure that you have met the minimum reporting
requirements. Always strive for a 100% validity score when completing a report.
Critical: Elite Field stores data in the browser’s cache. Therefore, you should
never clear the cache. Doing so may result in the loss of incident report data.
Data lost from clearing the cache cannot be recovered.
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Elite’s University and Self-help System
Now that you know how to login and generally navigate the Elite system, let’s take a
look at how you can learn more about how to effectively use Elite.
As mentioned earlier, completing an incident report can be thought of as chasing the
red, or correcting all areas marked in red. To learn how to navigate the run form
efficiently, you will want to use ImageTrend’s University. The University is an excellent
training/help resource for both new and experienced users.
The University contains hundreds of documents, articles, and videos that can help you
learn Elite’s features. In fact, the amount of information can be overwhelming to a new
user.
To help you navigate this wealth of information, the following pages have been written
to highlight those areas that a new user should review first, with respect to completing
incident reports in Elite.
It is recommended that you read the following in its entirety before using the
University.
Let’s get started.
To access the University, click the Community drop down menu choice, the rightmost
red arrow in the screenshot below.

Then click, Help/University, see red arrow below.
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Note: A new tab will open and a screen similar to the one below will be visible.

The new tab allows you to research how to use a specific feature in Elite Web, and then
click on the Elite Web tab to practice what you just learned.
If your goal is to learn more about Elite Field, you should open a new tab, then click the
Elite Field bookmark you saved earlier in this document. This way you can jump
between University help and Elite Field by simply clicking a tab. You cannot open a
University tab from within Elite Field. You must access the University from Elite Web,
as shown above.
We will explore four items under the “Contents” tab, highlighted in yellow above, which
are the most helpful to new users (Navigating Elite, Elite Field, Incident Forms,
Document Downloads).
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Starting near the top of the “Contents” tab, Navigating Elite offers a short 8-minute tour
of Elite Web. The Elite system is in a constant state of enhancement. The video,
created over a year ago, may not exactly mirror today’s system, but general navigation
concepts remain applicable.
The major topics Elite Field and Incident Forms cover all aspects of creating an incident
report. The Elite Field major topic targets those areas unique/different to Elite Field, as
compared to completing an incident report in Elite Web.
Clicking an item from the list on the left will present information in the larger window. In
the screenshot below, information relevant to Elite Field Dashboard Navigation is shown
in great detail. This is prime training material for anyone responding to a call.

Note: Some items have lightbulb icons, see items circled in red. It is a good idea to hit
those topics first when reviewing the various sections.
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Document downloads provide certain information in a downloadable form, PDF. If you
feel one of these documents would be helpful to you or others, you can download to the
computers desktop for easy recall.
In the screenshot below, the document selected, Elite Field: Using Elite Field Offline,
provides a step by step guide on what to do at start of shift.

The last area of ImageTrend’s University to be discussed is the “Learn” tab.
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The highlighted “Learn” tab in the screenshot below, provides a different view of certain
information found under the “Contents” tab.
In the left column of the “Learn” tab, there are two major categories, Guides and
Webinars.

Next, we’ll look at the expanded view for each category, and highlight areas most
relevant to Elite Web and Elite Field users.
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In the screenshot above, we’ve clicked on Guides and Webinars to reveal their full
content.
The Elite Field Guide is likely the only guide of interest under the “Learn” tab for most
users. You may recall that Elite Field info was covered under the “Contents” tab. It is
listed here as a convenience. The other guides apply to higher-level system duties.
So, why cover the “Learn” tab, if the Guides don’t apply to most Elite users, or the
information is covered elsewhere? Because of the 2nd category, Webinars.
The “Learn” tab offers various webinars (videos) grouped by function, and most
importantly, by type of user. For the typical Elite user, the three webinars highlighted will
be of most interest. Note each is dated, you will want to watch them in the order
recorded.
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We are nearly done with our introductory tour of the Elite system. We will finish this
guide by summarizing what we learned, and then take a look at how best to apply what
we have learned.
In this guide, we learned:
-

How to login to Elite Web, the equivalent of our current browser based Rescue
Bridge.

-

How to login to Elite Field, the equivalent of our current Field Bridge application.

-

Accessing Elite (Elite Web and Elite Field) always requires the use of the Google
Chrome browser.

-

Elite Field can be accessed from within Elite Web.
o but, to access Elite Field without the need to log into Elite Web first, we
must save a bookmark of the Elite Field login screen’s address.

-

Critical importance of synchronizing Elite Field
o at start of shift, while the Toughbook is at the station, and connected to the
internet.
Failure to synchronize at start of shift, will prevent your ability to log
into Elite Field while on a call

-

Care must be taken when selecting an Agency when logging into Elite Field, to
properly synchronize staff, vehicles, forms, validity rules, etc.
o If the unit/vehicle info doesn’t look correct for the Agency, you should
logout and log back in, confirming that you have selected the correct
agency, before clicking continue.

-

Correcting areas of the report marked in red ensures that the report meets
minimum reporting requirements.

-

Run form layouts and form names will change over time. In Elite Web, the
default run form is indicated by a star next to its name.

-

How to access and use ImageTrend’s University, a training and help resource.
We learned where to find information about Elite, and noted documents, videos,
and webinars that provide the training necessary to use Elite Web and Elite Field.
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At this point, you are encouraged to login and explore Elite.
The following approach is recommended.
1. Using this guide, log into Elite Web and Elite Field to get a feel for each interface.
2. Try creating an incident report in each, to see how Elite Web and Elite Field
differ.
3. Now access the University
a. Watch the Elite System Tour, listed near the top of the “Contents” tab.
b. Watch the highlighted Webinars of interest under the “Learn” tab.
c. Survey and read the topics of interest, from those highlighted under the
“Contents” tab in this document.
d. Go back and create a couple of more incident reports in Elite Web and
Elite Field. The process should feel more informed. If you find that you
are still unclear on how to use a feature, go back to the University. If the
topic you seek is not listed, you can enter search terms to find other
document or video training resources.
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